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Biaxial compression is a typical stress state experienced by the surrounding rock
near the excavation boundaries under deep underground engineering, frequently
resulting in engineering geological disasters (spalling and rockburst). The
motivation to mitigate the risk and damage of these disasters has led us to
compressively examine the evolutionary characteristics of acoustic signals
[microseismic (MS) events, sound and acoustic emission (AEs)] produced by
granite under biaxial compression with different intermediate principal stresses.
These characteristics include time (activeness and b value) and frequency (main
frequency and proportion of the advantage frequency bands) domains. The results
suggest that: 1) the signal properties-driven order of activeness under low and
high intermediate principal stresses for the initial stresses were as follows: AE
accounted for 37.4% and 43.5% of σpeak, MS for 61.1% and 66% of σpeak, and sound
for 81.8% and 85.5% of σpeak. 2) The notable distinction in precursors of different
acoustic signals before granite failure was confirmed: the sequential relationship
in the continuous decrease rate of the b value (AE < MS < sound), the occurrence
(only existing in AE signals) of a few signals with extremely high amplitude (the
“quiescent period”) and the different frequency-change rule in the proportion of
the advantage frequency bands. 3) The strong influences of intermediate principal
stress on the signal precursors were determined; these precursors in the
activeness, b value, and proportion are negative to intermediate principal
stress, whereas that of the main frequency shows a positive correlation.
Consequently, these findings can contribute integrated usage of the
multifrequency signals in the prediction and warning of geological disasters
under deep underground engineering.
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1 Introduction

In deep underground engineering, after tunnel excavation, the
equilibrium stress state of surrounding rocks near excavation
boundaries is disturbed and broken due to the unloading effect
of the excavation surface, and then a stress redistribution
phenomenon occurs to generate a new balance in the stress state
of the surrounding rocks. In this stress redistribution, referred to as
stress adjustment, the minimum principal stress σ3 decreases to 0,
the maximum principal stress σ1 increases, and the intermediate
principal stress σ2 barely changes; thus, the stress state changes from
a true triaxial stress state (σ1>σ2>σ3≠0) to a biaxial stress state
(σ1>σ2>σ3≈0) (Cai, 2008). In addition, these redistribution-driven
surrounding rocks frequently encounter the concentration of
tangential stress (σ1) and then experience a spalling phenomenon
with static failure distributed at a certain depth near the excavation
boundary and are approximately parallel to the excavation surface
(Cai, 2008; Chen et al., 2022; Feng et al., 2018; Sun et al., 2022), and
even drive a rockburst phenomenon with dynamic ejection (Chen
et al., 2023; Sun et al., 2022; Wang et al., 2020; Wang Q et al., 2021;
Wang X R et al., 2021; Xia et al., 2022). With the increasing need for
underground space and energy exploitation, the construction of
deep underground engineering has been in full swing (the increasing
construction depth), which leads to the two types of engineering
geological hazards being more frequent and robust, seriously
damaging the safety of infrastructure, equipment and workers
(Cui et al., 2021; Su et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2020; Zhao et al.,
2023; Zheng et al., 2023a). However, due to the highly complex
mechanisms of rock hazards (e.g., spalling and rockburst) resulting
from deep underground engineering, effective prediction and
warning technologies still cannot meet the prevention
requirements in practical applications.

The progressive development of catastrophes in rock masses
usually originates from crack initiation, extension and coalescence
inside rock masses (Moradian et al., 2016), which are difficult to
observe directly by the naked eye or with imaging instruments.
Fortunately, the strain energy stored in rock masses is released in the
form of cracking, which can create multiple acoustic signals with
different frequency ranges, including MS, sound, and AE signals
(Cai et al., 2007). AE and MS signals have been regarded as powerful
tools for monitoring rock/rock-like material failures since their
discovery in the last century (Blake et al., 1974; GOODMAN,
1963; Kourkoulis et al., 2015; Shiotani, 2006; Srinivasan et al.,
1997; Triantis et al., 2022; Zhang et al., 2022; Zhao J S et al.,
2022; Zheng et al., 2023b), and the nature of the signals
determines that these techniques can support effective
monitoring of the whole failure process without any damage to
rock materials (referred to as nondestructive monitoring). In
general, the approaches used in AE/MS signals mainly involve
the analysis of time-series parameters (Colombo et al., 2003;
Hloupis et al., 2016), fracture modes (Ohno and Ohtsu, 2010;
Aggelis, 2011), fracture source location (Triantis et al., 2023), and
material damage (Ohtsu et al., 2002). As one of the key routes in the
time-series analysis, the b value proposed by Gutenberg and C. F.
Richter in studying the G-R equation of the statistical relationship
between the magnitude and frequency of worldwide earthquakes, is
an indicator used in the description of seismic activity; a change
(increase or decrease) in the b value is strongly associated with an

increase in the types of fractures (large or small) and the
development of the material failure process (Gutenberg and
Richter, 1944). On the other hand, the AF (rise time/maximum
amplitude)-RA (average frequency) method is also applied to
identify fracture modes (tension, shear and mix-mode) in hard-
brittle rocks and even reveal the pre-failure features of the rocks.

In addition, there is a significant difference in frequency
(relating to the monitoring sensitivity to the cracking scales)
between AE and MS signals; AE signals with a high-frequency
range from 104 to 107 Hz are suitable for monitoring small-scale
rock cracks, and MS signals with a low-frequency range from 10−1 to
103 Hz are suitable for monitoring large-scale rock cracks (Cai et al.,
2007; Lei and Ma, 2014). However, the application of AE and MS
techniques in engineering is hampered by the limitation of
propagation depending on the rock masses and considerable
signal attenuation caused by increasing distance, poor geological
structures, and unreliable connections between sensors and rock
masses (Li et al., 2023). In fact, the failure process of rock masses in
deep underground engineering also generates a plethora of sound
signals with frequencies ranging from 20 Hz to 20 kHz sensed by the
human ears. Sound signals not only can travel in the air
(contributing to the signal acquisition) but also have advantages
over AE/MS signals in the attenuation degree of signal intensity [e.g.,
the logarithmic mode to sound signals in the air (Rossing, 2007), and
the exponential mode to AE/MS signals in rock (Lei et al., 2019; Seo
et al., 2019)], with the increasing distance between the cracking
source and the instrument; these advantages attract practical
workers to predict and warn of rock failure and instability using
sound signals (Russenes, 1974; Tan, 1992). Therefore, monitoring
techniques based on three acoustic signals have strong application
prospects for the effective prediction and early warning of failure
and instability in deep rock masses.

Research on the acoustic signal-based prediction and warning of
rock failures under biaxial compression has received much
attention, especially the evolutionary characteristics associated
with the evolution of key fractures and failure processes in rocks.
For high-frequency AE signals, research has mainly focused on
experimental simulations in the laboratory based on small-scale rock
samples. For instance, Du et al. (2021) confirmed the sudden
increase in the AE hits and counts before the failure of hard
rocks. Dong et al. (2022) discovered the distribution transition of
AE events from scattered to clustered, nucleated, and finally to
banded over time by applying the velocity-free AE source location
method. Su et al. (2022) extracted a class of AE signals (an indicative
precursor feature of hard rock instability) featuring ‘high rise time,
high ring count, high energy and low peak frequency and low
quantity’ by the clustering unsupervised learning method and
then proposed a prediction method for the instability modes
(e.g., spalling or rockburst) of hard rocks after the occurrence of
the slabbing failure phenomenon by the integrated use of class and
RA-AF value. For low-frequency MS signals, most studies have
investigated the practical engineering monitoring of large-scale
rock masses. Liu et al. (2022) highlighted that MS signals with
low frequency before failure will appear with the investigation of MS
signals underlying the failure of a coal–rock parting coal structure
under biaxial compression. Sun et al. (2021) found that MS event
cluster characteristics based on the moment tensor inversion
method can detect the occurrence of the rupture mode
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(dominated by tensile fractures) of a dome roof in a main
transformer room. However, a study of the evolutionary
characteristics of sound signals produced by hard rocks under
biaxial compression has not been reported; moreover, there is a
gap in the research about the similarities and differences in the
evolutionary characteristics of AE, MS and sound signals under the
biaxial compression of hard rocks [except for uniaxial compression
(Su et al., 2023)], which can contribute to the integrated usage of
three types of signals in the prediction and warning of engineering
geological disasters.

Intermediate principal stress σ2 is an essential component of the
stress states of rock masses under deep engineering, i.e., a true-
triaxial stress state (σ1>σ2>σ3≠0) in general or a biaxial stress state
(σ1>σ2>σ3≈0, corresponding to the rock near excavation
boundaries) in particular. In addition, with the increase in
engineering construction depth, σ2 presents an increasing trend.
Thus, σ2 can strongly govern the strength, crack behaviour and
failure mode of a rock mass (Kiyoo, 1967). In particular, the
response variation of the corresponding acoustic signals can be
motived when the σ2 changes the mechanical properties in the rock.
For example, as σ2 increases, the total number of crack events
recognized by AE signals decreases in number and increases in
size under true triaxial compression (Chang et al., 2022). The AE
characteristic of rock specimens changes from the swarm type to the
main shock type in true triaxial unloading compressive tests (Du
et al., 2015). Under true triaxial loading, a transition in each
frequency band from sparse distribution to dense distribution
occurs in the AE dominant frequency, and near the peak stress
the downwards transitional behaviour in the AE dominant
frequency shifts to a downwards–upwards transitional behaviour
(Hao et al., 2022). The percentage of tensile cracks classified by the
AF–RA method of AE signals increases under biaxial confinements
(Du et al., 2021). However, research on the influence of the
intermediate principal stress σ2 on the evolutionary
characteristics of acoustic signals produced by hard rock cracking
has mainly focused on true triaxial compression conditions rather
than biaxial compression, but there is a significant difference in
cracking mechanisms (leading to distinctive acoustic characteristics)
in hard rocks. Moreover, how σ2 controls the performance of
multiscale monitoring technologies composed of AE, MS and
sound signals in the failure and instability of hard rocks
subjected to biaxial compression (how to affect the signal
characteristics) is a crucial research gap.

To end this, a true triaxial testing machine was used to simulate
the failure processes of medium-coarse crystalline granite under
biaxial compression (rock masses near excavation boundaries) at σ2
values of 1 MPa and 30 MPa, and the whole process was recorded by
multisignal monitoring systems composed of AE, sound and MS
instruments. Secondly, the experimental results were systematically
analysed. This analysis involved aspects of mechanics and raw
signals properties, the evolutionary processes of these signals in
terms of time (the signal activeness and the b value) and frequency
domains (the main frequency and the proportion of the advantage
frequency bands), as well as comparison of precursors among the
three types of acoustic signals. Finally, the mechanism of the
influence of intermediate principal stress on the precursors of
acoustic signals was discussed in depth based on the natural
correlation between rock failure development and signal generation.

2 Experimental scheme

2.1 Specimen description

In this study, coarse-grained cubic granite samples with
dimensions of 100 mm × 100 mm × 200 mm (see Figure 1) were
adopted as the specimens, whose mineral content contained
approximately 55% potash feldspar, 28% quartz, 11% plagioclase,
3% biotite and 3% other minerals. The specimens were taken from
Cenxi Town, Wuzhou City, Guangxi Province, China, and were all
cut from the same rock mass. The screened and polished accuracy of
the specimens before testing was strictly in accordance with the rules
of rock mechanics experiments recommended by the International
Society for Rock Mechanics (Feng et al., 2019). Table 1 shows the
physical–mechanical properties of the specimens.

2.2 Testing systems and program

The true-triaxial testing machine (see Figure 2A) designed by Su
et al. (2017) can reach loading conditions with high performance,
i.e., a maximum vertical loading of 5,000 kN and a maximum
horizontal loading of 3,000 kN, and is specially equipped with
independent loading systems in three directions (X, Y and Z).
The failure processes of rock masses near excavation boundaries
at different intermediate principal stresses can be accurately
simulated with this machine.

The signal monitoring systems include an AE system, an MS
system and a sound recorder, as shown in Figure 2B: 1) The AE
system is an 8-channel AE acquisition system (namely, SENSOR
HIGHWAY II) produced by PAC, United States. The basis
parameter setting of the AE system was set as a threshold of
40 dB, a sampling rate of 1 MSPS (1 MHz), a PDT of 50 μs, an
HDT of 100 μs, an HLT of 200 μs, and a signal length of 8 k. Six
R15a AE sensors, with a frequency range of 50–400 kHz, peak
sensitivity [Ref V/(m/s)] of 80 dB, resonant frequency (Ref V/(m/
s)) of 75 kHz, and directionality of ±1.5 dB, were equipped in this
AE system. 2) The MS system is a high-precision MS monitoring
system designed by the Wuhan Institute of Rock and Soil
Mechanics, Chinese Academy of Sciences, referred to as
SINOSEISM (SSS-32AD-8). The sampling rate in this MS
system was set as 4 kHz, and the acceleration transducer of
AU (T) 30,000 with high precision, whose parameters are a
frequency range of 50–5k Hz ± 3 dB, sensitivity of 30 V/g,
resolution of 0.00005 g and measuring range of ±0.16 g, was
selected to accurately capture the rock cracking in the testing
process. 3) The sound recorder is a digital voice recorder (PCM-
D100) developed by SONY; the sampling rate and resolution
were set as 44.1 kHz and 24-bit depth, respectively. The sensor of
the sound recorder is an electret condenser-type microphone
whose parameters include a length of 15 mm, SNR of 100 dB,
sensitivity of 31 dB/Pa 1 kHz, and frequency range of
20 Hz–20 kHz.

Additionally, the sensors, i.e., AE and MS sensors and sound
recorder, were arranged as presented in Figure 3A to optimally
obtain the multiscale acoustic signals accompanying the rock
cracking during the testing process. Regarding AE and MS
sensors that require contact-based data acquisition, two types
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of sensors were adhered to the fixture surface after adding an
ultrasonic couplant to the front end of these sensors, and then
they were firmly secured using insulation tape to ensure the
quality of signal capture; conversely, the sound recorder was just
placed at a distance of 0.5 m away from the tested specimens due
to its superiority in remote data acquisition. In the testing
process, there are two types of set signal/information flows:
continuous waveform flow in MS and sound signals and hit
parameter-motivated independent waveforms with a length of
8k. These types are determined based on the properties of sensor
frequency ranges and sampling rates; that is, high-frequency and
high-sampling-rate signals are suitable for the independent
waveforms, while low-frequency and low-sampling rate signals
match with the continuous waveform flow. Furthermore,
although the AE system, MS system, and sound recorder are

independent of each other, several scientific strategies were
implemented in the testing process to minimize
synchronization errors among these three types of
instruments. In Step 1, the timestamps of the three
independently functioning instruments were standardized
before each experimental test. In Step 2, data alignment was
applied based on the unified timestamps to further synchronize
the start and end times of the acquired data.

To depress the constraint effect of the specimen in the loading
face, anti-friction layers (Figures 3B, C) were added between the
fixture and the specimen before the test, including Vaseline and
stearic acid (the first layer), a 0.01 mm copper sheet (the second
layer) and Vaseline and stearic acid (the third layer); the
experimental results proved the strong depression to the
constraint effect on the specimen based on the anti-friction

FIGURE 1
Used specimens.

TABLE 1 Basic physical–mechanical properties of the rock specimens.

P-wave velocity (km/s) Density (g/cm3) Young’s modulus (GPa) Poisson’s ratio Uniaxial compressive strength (MPa)

5.5 2.63 32.2 0.29 124

FIGURE 2
(A) True-triaxial testing machine and (B) the monitoring systems of acoustic signals.
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layers. To simulate the failure processes of granite under biaxial
compression with different intermediate principal stresses, the
experimental loading plan (Figure 3D) was designed as follows:
1) independently and simultaneously load σ1 and σ2 at a loading rate
v of 0.5 MPa/s until σ2 reaches the set target value; 2) continually
load σ1 at the v until the specimen fails; additionally, the σ2 values of
1 MPa and 30 MPa were adopted to investigate the influence of
intermediate principal stress on the surrounding rocks near the
tunnel excavation boundary.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Mechanics and raw signal properties

The entire failure processes of granite under biaxial compression
at different intermediate principal stresses σ2 were simulated with
the specimens and the testing systems and program in Sections 2.1,

2.2; meanwhile, the AE, MS and sound signals generated during
these failure processes were recorded. The experimental results
(Figure 4A) show that with the increase in σ2, the peak strength
(σ1) and strain (ε1) of granite under biaxial compression significantly
increase from 139 MPa to 199 MPa and 5.445‰ to 6.042‰,
respectively. In addition, the failed specimens all exhibit
abundant vertical cracks parallel to σ1, indicating that a plethora
of tensile cracks are encountered in the testing process; as σ2
increases from 1 MPa to 30 MPa, the failed sample presents a
number of cracks with regard to an angle with σ1 and rock pits
on the bottom left or upper right, respectively, which may reflect the
dramatic activities of shear cracks near the onset of granite failure, as
shown in Figure 4B. Therefore, the tensile cracking mechanism
dominates during the failure of granite subjected to biaxial
compression, and σ2 strongly governs the resistance, deformation
and cracking mechanisms.

Additionally, the evolutionary processes of AE hits, MS
waveforms and sound waveforms under granite subjected to

FIGURE 3
(A) Sensor arrangement, (B) loading diagram of rock specimens, (C) arrangement of friction reduction and (D) loading path under biaxial
compression test. The first represents the antifriction agent, the second represents the 0.01 mm copper sheet, and the third represents the antifriction
agent in Panel (C).

FIGURE 4
(A) σ1–ε1 curves under granite subjected to biaxial compression tests with different σ2 and (B) failed specimens.
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biaxial compression tests with different intermediate principal
stresses σ2 are shown in Figure 5. Although the three types of
acoustic signals encounter a similar progressive development from
slight to considerable activeness with the loading advancement, it
can be clearly observed that the active period of AE signals is
significantly earlier than that of MS and sound signals, and this
period in MS signals is more advanced than that in sound signals,
especially when σ2 is 30 MPa; near the onset of granite failure, AE
hits reach a high level and then continuously decrease, while MS and
sound waveforms both present an increasing trend in the density
and magnitude of amplitude, and the density of sound waveforms is
sparser than that of MS waveforms; meanwhile, the sound signals
are stronger than MS signals in the relative level of waveform
amplitude. Moreover, with the increase in σ2, the AE hits, MS
waveforms and sound waveforms exhibit obvious change rules,
such as an enhanced activity level (larger and denser indicators)
and an advanced active period. In summary, there are essential
differences in the period and intensity of signals between AE hits,
MS waveforms and sound waveform and the significantly changing
signal properties prior to the granite failure, and intermediate
principal stress strongly drives the transition in acoustic
responses. This study needs to determine the evolutionary
characteristics of acoustic signals during the biaxial compression
of granite with different intermediate principal stresses in terms of
time (the activeness and the b value) and frequency (the main
frequency and the proportion of the advantage frequency bands)
domains to provide deep insight into the cracking mechanism and
hazard prevention in tunnel engineering construction.

3.2 Time-domain evolutionary
characteristics of acoustic signals

3.2.1 Activeness
Signal activeness, namely, the signal activity index, refers to the

number of times that a signal waveform exceeds a set threshold,
which can greatly reflect the failure and damage processes of hard
rocks (Su et al., 2021). The AE counts are interchangeably known as
the AE signals activity index, given their shared concept and unified
expressions. The thresholds for each acoustic signal refer to the
40 dB described in Section 2.1 for AE signals, as well as to their
waveform maximum during the environmental noise-dominated
period (which is equal to 10% of the loading time) for MS and sound
signals.

Figures 6A, D present the evolutionary processes of AE activity
index under granite subjected to biaxial compression tests with
different σ2 values (e.g., 1 MPa and 30 MPa): 1) At a σ2 of 1 MPa,
from 0 to 120 s, AE activity index are almost low activity, and the
accumulation shows a slow increasing trend. After 120 s, the activity
in the AE activity index gradually increases, and the rising rate in the
accumulative AE activity index is obviously advanced, indicating a
growth transition from linear to exponential. At 236 s, a high surge
of approximately 1.2351 × 104 occurs in the AE activity index, and
the accumulation encounters a sudden increase; this suggests that
the sample experiences macrocracking with a relatively large
magnitude (Moradian et al., 2016; Zhao et al., 2013). After 259 s
(near the onset of sample failure), the AE activity index begins to
increase, and the rising slope of accumulation dramatically increases

FIGURE 5
Evolutionary processes of (A,D) AE hits, (B,E) MS waveforms and (C,F) sound waveforms under granite subjected to biaxial compression tests with
different σ2.
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to infinity. 2) At a σ2 of 30 MPa, there are three typical stages in the
AE activity index and the accumulative AE activity index, including
the low activity (slow growth at a line slope) at initial loading (stage
Ⅰ), the increasing activity (accelerated growth at an exponential
slope) at middle loading (stage Ⅱ) and the dramatically increasing
activity (continuously sudden growth approaching an infinite slope)
at late loading (stageⅢ), similar to the σ2 of 1 MPa. However, the AE
activity index at a σ2 of 30 MPa is significantly intensified, as
indicated by the accelerated growth stage appearing earlier (a
decrease in stress level from 43.5% to 37.4%).

Figures 6B, E show the evolutionary processes of MS activity
index under granite subjected to biaxial compression tests with
different σ2 values (e.g., 1 MPa and 30 MPa): 1) When σ2 is 1 MPa,
between 0 and 182 s (before the middle and later loading), the MS
activity index mainly presents low activity, and the accumulation
increases slowly and steadily. After 182 s, the MS activity index is
significantly motivated, and the rising slope in the accumulation
obviously increases from linear growth to exponential growth. At
236 s, there is a remarkably sudden phenomenon in the MS activity
index, the maximum reaching a high level of 1.171 × 103, and the
accumulation suddenly increases from 1.714 × 103 to 4.628 × 103,
indicating the existence of a macrocracking phenomenon with
relatively large scales in the sample; subsequently, the activity
suggests a continuous growth tendency. After 268 s (before the
sample fails), the MS activity index dramatically increases, and
the curve slope of the accumulation tends to be vertical (the
infinite slope). 2) When σ2 is 30 MPa, the key characteristics at
σ2 of 1 MPa can also be observed, involving low activity (slow growth
at a line slope) at initial loading (stage Ⅰ), increasing activity
(accelerated growth at an exponential slope) at middle and late

loading (stage Ⅱ) and dramatically increasing (continuously sudden
growth approaching an infinite slope) activity at late loading (stage
Ⅲ). However, compared with a σ2 of 1 MPa, the occurrence of the
accelerated growth stage advances (the stress level decreases from
66.0% to 61.1%).

Figures 6C, F illustrate the evolutionary processes of sound
activity index under granite subjected to biaxial compression tests
with different σ2 values (e.g., 1 MPa and 30 MPa): 1) At a σ2 of
1 MPa, from 0 to 236 s (before late loading), the sound activity index
is extremely low, and the accumulation is close to zero. Near 236 s,
the sound activity index is obviously enhanced, and the rise slope in
the accumulation remarkedly increases from linear to exponential;
at 236 s, an exceedingly high value of 1.5598 × 104 occurs in the
sound activity index, and the accumulation increases from 0.0842 ×
104 to 0.5380 × 104, indicating the occurrence of macrocracking with
a relatively large size inside the sample; then, the activity of both
shows an accelerated increasing trend. Near the onset of sample
failure, at 271 s, the sound activity index dramatically increases, and
the slope of the rise in the accumulation increases to vertical (the
infinite slope). 2) At a σ2 of 30 MPa, it can be observed that the
evolution of the sound activity index experiences three typical stages,
including extremely low activity (a zero level or slow growth at a line
slope) at initial and middle loading (stages Ⅰ and Ⅱ), increasing
activity (accelerated growth at an exponential slope) at earlier–late
loading (the earlier of stage Ⅲ) and dramatically increasing activity
(continuously sudden growth approaching an infinite slope) at
late–late loading (the late of stage Ⅲ), similar to the σ2 of 1 MPa.
However, the difference between both also highlights that the
occurrence of the accelerated growth stage is earlier,
corresponding to the stress level decreasing from 85.5% to 81.8%.

FIGURE 6
Evolutionary processes of (A,D) AE, (B,E) MS, and (C,F) sound activity index under granite subjected to biaxial compression tests with different σ2. I
represents the initial loading stage, II represents themiddle loading stage, and III represents the late loading stage. The end of stage III is at the peak stress.
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In summary, these signal activeness reaches an accelerated
growth (a growth change from linear to exponential), indicating
that the damage inside hard rocks continuously increases when the
final failure will occur, which is referred to as a precursor before the
rock fails. Additionally, the difference in the period when accelerated
growth occurs can be clearly identified (see Figure 7), that is, AE <
MS < sound in order of stress level from low to high. This
phenomenon arises from differences in the frequency ranges,
propagation and capture routes and acquisition modes among
three types of acoustic signals, which can be evidenced by the
following: AE signals, characterized by high frequency,
propagation and capture in rock, as well as acquisition motivated
by hit parameters; MS signals, characterized by low frequency,
propagation and capture in rock, and utilizing waveform flow-
based acquisition; sound signals, characterized by low frequency,
propagation in rock and air and capture in air, and also employing
waveform flow-based acquisition (Cai et al., 2007; Su et al., 2023;
Zhao G et al., 2022). Furthermore, with the increase in the
intermediate principal stress σ2, the initial stress of activeness in
each of the signals decreases, as shown in Table 2.

3.2.2 b value
The b values of three types of acoustic signals can be calculated

by the G-R correlation (Gutenberg and Richter, 1944):

lgN � a − bm (1)
wherem denotes the magnitude of seismic events and N denotes the
number of seismic events whose magnitude varies within Δm.

The evolutionary processes of the AE b value by Eq. 1 under
granite subjected to biaxial compression tests with different σ2 values
(e.g., 1 MPa and 30 MPa) are shown in Figure 8: 1) When σ2 is
1 MPa, from 0 to 68 s, the AE b value slightly increases to a
maximum of 2.4 and then considerably decreases to 1.1, caused
by the crack closure effect of the rock sample within a short duration
and the accelerated crack development at the initial loading. From
68 to 164 s, the AE b value slightly fluctuates between 1.0 and 1.3.
After 164 s, the AE b value continuously decreases, indicating the
accelerated development of cracks (size and number) inside the
sample. At 276 s, the sample completely fails, and the AE b value
decreases to a minimum of 0.207. 2) When σ2 is 30 MPa, the
characteristics of the AE b value at σ2 of 1 MPa, such as

FIGURE 7
Evolution of accumulative AE, MS and sound activity index: (A) 1 MPa and (B) 30 MPa. The initial stresses of the signal activeness aremarked as a black
circle (AE), red triangle (MS) and blue rectangle (sound).
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considerable fluctuation, slight fluctuation and continuous decrease,
can be accordingly observed. However, the decrease rate of the AE b
value considerably declines from 0.0096 s−1 to 0.0055 s−1.

The evolutionary processes of the MS b value by Eq. 1 under
granite subjected to biaxial compression tests with different σ2 values
(e.g., 1 MPa and 30 MPa) are illustrated in Figure 8: 1) At a σ2 of
1 MPa, between 0 and 173 s, the MS b value presents an obvious
fluctuation stage, which may originate from unstable noise (see
Figure 5B). After 173 s, the MS b value continuously decreases,
associated with the dramatic activeness of crack behaviours (size and
number) in the sample. At 276 s, the sample is destroyed, and theMS
b value decreases to a minimum of 0.388. 2) At a σ2 of 30 MPa, there
are similar characteristics with respect to the σ2 of 1 MPa, including
an obvious fluctuation and a continuous decrease. There is, however,
a marked decline in the decrease rate of the MS b value from
0.0374 s−1 to 0.0219 s−1.

The evolutionary processes of the sound b value by Eq. 1 under
granite subjected to biaxial compression tests with different σ2 values
(e.g., 1 MPa and 30 MPa) are presented in Figure 8: 1) At a σ2 of
1 MPa, from 0 to 182 s, the sound b value maintains a slight
fluctuation between 6.5 and 7.8. After 182 s, the sound b value
encounters a continuous decreasing trend, revealing the intensive
transition of crack behaviour (size and number) of the sample. At
276 s, the sample cannot resist any loads and completely fails, and

the sound b value decreases to a minimum of 0.367. 2) At a σ2 of
30 MPa, the varying rules, involving a slight fluctuation and a
continuous decrease, are similar to the σ2 of 1 MPa. Compared
with the σ2 of 1 MPa, however, the decrease rate of the sound b value
obviously declines from 0.0599 s−1 to 0.0217 s−1.

In conclusion, the b values of AE, MS and sound appear to
continuously decrease before granite fails, which can be regarded as
beneficial information prior to rock failure. Moreover, the difference
in the continuous decrease in the b value of the three signals can be
highlighted by the fact that the period (equal to the stress level) and
rate of decrease from low to high both follow AE < MS < sound.
Furthermore, as intermediate principal stresses increase, there are
changing rules in the evolutionary characteristics of the signal b
value (see Table 3): 1) the continuous descent rate of the b value
decreases; 2) the minimum b value increases.

3.3 Frequency-domain evolutionary
characteristics of acoustic signals

3.3.1 Main frequency
Compared with the time-domain analysis of acoustic signals

(e.g., the activeness and b value), the frequency-domain analysis can
greatly describe the frequency components of acoustic signals with

TABLE 2 Activeness of the acoustic signals produced by granite subjected to biaxial compression under different σ2.

Acoustic signal Predetermined σ2 (MPa) Initiation stress of signal activeness (%)

AE 1 43.5

30 37.4

MS 1 66.0

30 61.1

Sound 1 85.5

30 81.8

FIGURE 8
Evolutionary processes of b value of AE, MS and sound signals under granite subjected to biaxial compression tests with different σ2, i.e., (A) 1 MPa
and (B) 30 MPa.
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respect to an abundance of cracks with multiple scales under the
failure processes of hard rocks. The fast Fourier transform (FFT), a
typical and advantageous method to analyse the frequency
components of nonstationary signals, was introduced into the
extraction of the main frequency of acoustic signals (Frigo and
Johnson, 1998).

Figures 9A, B present the evolutionary processes of the AE
main frequency under granite subjected to biaxial compression
tests with different σ2 values (e.g., 1 MPa and 30 MPa), in which
the size and colour represent the amplitude of AE signals (the
higher the amplitude is, the larger the size and the redder the
colour): 1) At a σ2 of 1 MPa, the AE main frequency shows the

TABLE 3 b value of the acoustic signals produced by granite subjected to biaxial compression under different σ2.

Acoustic signal Predetermined σ2 (MPa) Continuously decreasing rate of b value (s−1) Minimum b value

AE 1 0.0096 0.207

30 0.0055 0.677

MS 1 0.0374 0.388

30 0.0219 0.442

Sound 1 0.0599 0.367

30 0.02706 0.413

FIGURE 9
Evolutionary processes of themain frequency of (A,B) AE, (C,D)MS, and (E,F) sound signals under granite subjected to biaxial compression tests with
different σ2.
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distribution evolution of three types of dominant frequency
bands, including a low-frequency range of 40–50 kHz, a
middle-frequency range of 140–160 kHz and a high-frequency
range of 270–300 kHz. From 0 to 180 s, the number/size and
colour of AE signals gradually increase and change from blue to
red in the three frequency bands, respectively, but the signal
amplitude is characterized by a low level below 80 dB. After 180 s,
dramatic activities, the occurrence of AE signals with high
amplitudes (the red signals) mainly distributed in
140–160 kHz and less distributed in 40–50 kHz, occur in the
main frequency of AE signals; subsequently, the activities are
continuously enhanced, and the redder the colour, the greater the
number. This phenomenon indicates that a number of cracks
with relatively large scales inside the sample occur, and the crack
development changes from stable to unstable. After 268 s, there
are a few AE signals with extremely high amplitudes (deep red
coloured) in two frequency ranges of 140–160 kHz and
40–50 kHz within a short duration, namely, the ‘quiescent
period’ (lasting 7 s). (2) At a σ2 of 30 MPa, the distribution
and evolution of AE signals in the main frequency, involving
the three types of typical frequency bands (40–50 kHz,
140–160 kHz and 270–300 kHz), the increasing activities (the
greater the number, the larger the size and the redder the colour)
and the ‘quiescent period’ composed of the small signals with
exceedingly high amplitude, is similar to the σ2 of 1 MPa.
However, the number of low-frequency and high-amplitude
signals significantly increases from 47 to 224, and the duration
of the “quiescent period” decreases from 7 to 5 s.

Figures 9C, D show the evolutionary processes of the MSmain
frequency under granite subjected to biaxial compression tests
with different σ2 values (e.g., 1 MPa and 30 MPa): 1) When σ2 is
1 MPa, from 0 to 236 s, MS signals are mainly coloured blue,
corresponding to low amplitude below 70 dB, and are
characterized by a cluster distribution of 45–55 Hz and scatter
distributions of 200–300 Hz and 700–800 Hz. At 236 s, MS signals
are distributed in the frequency range below 200 Hz in the form of
a bar shape; in particular, an MS signal with high amplitude (red
coloured) and low frequency (50 Hz) occurs, indicating the
occurrence of macroscopic cracking inside the sample. Near
the eve of the sample failure, there is a bar distribution
composed of MS signals with relatively high amplitude (light
blue, green, yellow and red coloured); when 276 s, the sample
completely fails, and a sea of extremely high-amplitude and low-
frequency MS signals appears. 2) When σ2 is 30 MPa, there are
obvious phenomena similar to the σ2 of 1 MPa, such as the
increasing activities of MS signals and the occurrence of the
low-frequency and high-amplitude signals near the eve of the
sample failure. However, the number of MS signals with low
frequency and high amplitude significantly increases from
12 to 23.

Figures 9E, F illustrate the evolutionary processes of the sound
main frequency under granite subjected to biaxial compression
tests with different σ2 values (e.g., 1 MPa and 30 MPa): 1) At a σ2
of 1 MPa, from 0 to 236 s, sound signals with extremely low
amplitude (deep blue coloured) are mainly distributed in the
frequency range below 2 kHz. At 236 s, there are a few high-
amplitude signals that are red coloured (involving a high-
amplitude signal with a low frequency of 4.95 kHz),

correlating with the appearance of macroscopic cracking with
a large scale in the sample; after 236 s, the frequency distribution
of sound signals expands to the full frequency band from 20 Hz to
20 kHz. Before the sample fails, the number of sound signals
distributed in the full frequency band obviously increases, and
the colour changes from blue to green, yellow and red (large
amplitude). When 276 s, the sample is destroyed, and the onset of
extremely low-frequency and high-amplitude signals occurs in
the sound main frequency. 2) At a σ2 of 30 MPa, a notable onset at
a σ2 of 1 MPa, the low-frequency and high-amplitude signals, can
be clearly recognized. Nevertheless, sound signals with low
frequency and high amplitude encounter a significant increase
from 20 to 33.

Therefore, AE, MS and sound signals exist in the onset of the
signals with low frequency and high amplitude before granite
failure. The evolutionary characteristics in the main frequency of
acoustic signals present significant differences. The differences
can be highlighted by the fact that the AE signals have advantages
over the MS and sound signals in the duration of characterization
(the entire loading stage in AE signals and the late loading stage in
MS and sound signals), and a typical phenomenon characterized
by a few signals with extremely high amplitude, the “quiescent
period,” only occurs in AE (induced by the acquisition principle
of the AE system based on the hit parameters), which may depress
the AE evaluation capacity (Zhai et al., 2020). In addition, with
the increase in the intermediate principal stress σ2, the
evolutionary characteristics in the signal main frequency
present varying rules (see Table 4): 1) the proportion of signal
with low frequency and high amplitude increases; 2) the duration
of the ‘quiescent period’ in AE signals decreases from 7 to 5 s.

3.3.2 Proportion of the advantage frequency bands
The subsignals in different frequency ranges are superior to the

signals in the overall frequency range in the aspect of the
characterization of crack development with multiple scales in
hard rocks; that is, they can accurately reflect the variety of
small, relatively large and large-scale cracks at the same time.
This study incorporates the wavelet transform to analyse the
proportion evolution of the advantage frequency bands in three
acoustic signals (Wickerhauser, 1994). The proportion of the
advantage frequency bands can be calculated as follows:

(1) Decompose the three types of signals based on the wavelet
transform, as shown in Figure 10. A1, A2, A3, . . . , An are the
low-frequency subsignals of the first, second, third, . . . , nth
layer of the wavelet decomposition, respectively; D1, D2, D3, . . .,
Dn are the high-frequency subsignals, respectively. In this
study, the wavelet base and wavelet decomposition layer were
set as db3 and five, respectively, and then subsignals of six
different frequency bands can be obtained as follows: in AE
signals, A5 (0–15.625 kHz), D5 (15.625–31.25 kHz), D4
(31.25–62.5 kHz), D3 (62.5–125 kHz), D2 (125–250 kHz),
and D1 (250–500 kHz); in MS signals, A5 (0–62.5 Hz), D5
(62.5–125 Hz), D4 (125–250 Hz), D3 (250–500 Hz), D2
(500–1,000 Hz), and D1 (1,000–2,000 Hz); in sound signals,
A5 (0–0.68905 kHz), D5 (0.68905–1.3781 kHz), D4
(1.3781–2.7563 kHz), D3 (2.7563–5.5125 kHz), D2
(5.5125–11.025 kHz), and D1 (11.025–22.05 kHz).
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(2) Determine the proportion of the advantage frequency bands
based on the subsignal decomposition: 1) the energies of the
subsignals Ei (i = 1, 2, . . . , 6) were calculated by squaring and
integrating the voltage within the duration time. 2) the energy
distribution coefficients of different frequency bands Ki (i = 1,

2, . . . , 6) were obtained using Ki � Ei/∑
6

i�1
Ei. 3) the whole

loading process was divided into several periods (a period of
5 s in this study), and the proportion of the ith advantage
frequency bands (Ati) can be calculated by

Ati � Bti/∑
6

i�1
Bti × 100%; Bti represents the accumulation of

energy distribution coefficients composed of ith subbands in
the tth period.

The evolutionary processes of the proportion of the advantage
frequency bands of AE signals under granite subjected to biaxial
compression tests with different σ2 values (e.g., 1 MPa and 30MPa)
are shown in Figures 11A, D, in which the proportion of the AE
advantage frequency bands is dominated by themiddle-frequency band
ranging from 125 to 250 kHz during the entire loading process: (1)
When σ2 is 1 MPa, from 0 to 122.5 s, the AE proportion between
125 and 250 kHz decreases. From 122.5 to 257.5 s, the AE proportion
between 125 and 250 kHz presents a slight fluctuation. After 257.5 s
(near the eve of the sample failure), a continuous and dramatic increase
in the proportion occurs in the range between 125 and 250 kHz,
revealing the occurrence of accelerated development of crack

behaviours inside the sample. 2) When σ2 is 30MPa, the typical
development of the AE proportion at σ2 of 1 MPa, the continuous
and dramatic increase in the AE proportion in the band ranging from
125 to 250 kHz before the sample fails, can be clearly identified.
However, the period is earlier compared with the σ2 of 1 MPa, a
decrease in stress level from 93.3% to 89.0%.

The evolutionary processes of the proportion of the advantage
frequency bands of MS signals under granite subjected to biaxial
compression tests with different σ2 values (e.g., 1 MPa and
30 MPa) are shown in Figures 11B, E, in which the lowest
frequency band ranging from 0 to 62.5 Hz controls the
proportion evolution of the advantage frequency bands of MS
signals: 1) At a σ2 of 1 MPa, from 0 to 230 s, the MS proportion is
mainly composed of the lowest (0–62.5 Hz) and high
(500–1,000 Hz) frequency bands, but there is no significant
trend variation in the proportion evolution. After 230 s, the
proportion of the lowest frequency band is almost close to
100% and then encounters a continuous decrease, and the
accumulative proportion of other frequency bands, such as
62.5–125 Hz, 125–250 Hz, 250–500 Hz, 500–1,000 Hz and
1,000–2,000 Hz, presents an increasing trend. Near the eve of
the sample failure, the proportion of the lowest frequency band in
MS signals decreases to a low level smaller than 50%. These
significant characteristics confirm the accelerated development of
cracks in size and number in the sample. 2) At a σ2 of 30 MPa, the
significant trend variation, the proportion of the lowest frequency
band ranging from 0 to 62.5 Hz, does exist, similar to the σ2 of
1 MPa. Nevertheless, this variation in the lowest-band proportion
is obviously enhanced, and the period when this variation occurs
advances (a descent in stress level from 83.0% to 69.3%).

The evolutionary processes of the proportion of the advantage
frequency bands of sound signals under granite subjected to biaxial
compression tests with different σ2 values (e.g., 1 MPa and 30 MPa)
are shown in Figures 11C, F, where the lowest frequency band from 0
to 0.68905 kHz is dominant in the proportion evolution: 1) When σ2
is 1 MPa, between 0 and 231 s, the proportion in the lowest
frequency band is almost 100%. After 231 s, the lowest-band
proportion presents a continuous decreasing trend, and the
11.025–22.05 kHz-dominated proportion increase appears. Before
the sample fails, the lowest-band proportion decreases to an
extremely low level, approximately 2%. These phenomena proved
the accelerated development of multiscale crack activities in the
sample. 2) When σ2 is 30 MPa, a similar characteristic, the
continuous decrease in the lowest-band proportion before sample

TABLE 4 Main frequency of the acoustic signals produced by granite subjected to biaxial compression under different σ2.

Acoustic
signal

Predetermined
σ2 (MPa)

Properties of low-frequency and high-
amplitude signals

Number of the
signals

Proportion of the
signals (‰)

AE 1 (<60 kHz) and (>80 dB) 47 0.792

30 224 1.764

MS 1 (<50 Hz) and (>100 dB) 12 2.174

30 23 2.904

Sound 1 (<5 kHz) and (>150 dB) 20 0.724

30 33 0.836

FIGURE 10
Schematic of the decomposition of signals using wavelet
transform.
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failure, can also be observed. However, the stress level when this
characteristic occurs decreases from 83.7% to 77.0%, compared to
the σ2 of 1 MPa.

In summary, there are significant trend variations in the
proportion evolution of the advantage frequency bands of three
signals before granite fails, i.e., the continuous increase in the middle
band proportion of AE signals (125–250 kHz), and the continuous
decrease in the lowest band proportion of MS (0–62.5 Hz) and
sound (0-0.68905 kHz) signals. Moreover, the variation difference
between the three types of signals can be essentially viewed, such as
the different advantage frequency bands between AE signals (the
middle band) and MS and sound signals (the lowest band), the
varying trend between AE signals (increase) and MS and sound
signals (decrease), and the variation in other multifrequency bands
between MS signals (all of the others-dominated) and sound signals
(two band-dominated, 5.5125–11.025 kHz and 11.025–22.05 kHz).
Furthermore, with the increase in the intermediate principal stress
σ2, the period when the dominant band proportion of the three
signals significantly changes advances, as shown in Table 5.

3.4 Comparison of precursors between AE,
MS and sound signals produced by granite
under biaxial compression

Based on the experimental results, it can be concluded that in
terms of the activeness, b value, main frequency and proportion

of advantage frequency bands, AE, MS and sound signals exist in
obvious phenomena preceding the failure of granite subjected to
biaxial compression, and the similar phenomena in the three
types of signals are summarized in Table 6. However, there are
significant differences (see Table 7) in the precursors between
AE, MS and sound signals caused by the distinctive nature of
acoustic signals (e.g., frequency ranges, acquisition modes and
sampling rates) (Su et al., 2021; Su et al., 2023; Zhao G et al.,
2022).

In conclusion, these differences in the precursors of AE, MS
and sound signals produced by granite under biaxial compression
give us deep insight into the failure process of hard rocks in both
cracking scales and time sequences. The intergrade usage of the
precursors of three types of signals can contribute to the
improvement of prediction and warning of the failure and
instability of hard rocks near excavation boundaries, a biaxial
compression state.

3.5 Influence of intermediate principal stress
on the precursors of acoustic signals
produced by granite under biaxial
compression

The experimental results demonstrate that the intermediate
principal stress σ2 strongly affects the precursors of acoustic
signals produced by granite under biaxial compression, as shown

FIGURE 11
Evolutionary processes of the proportion of the advantage frequency bands of (A,D) AE, (B,E)MS and (C,F) sound signals under granite subjected to
biaxial compression tests with different σ2.
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in Figure 12. The changing rules in the signal precursors driven by
intermediate principal stress σ2 originate from the mechanism
transformation of hard rock cracking under biaxial compression
(see Figure 4):

(1) At a low σ2, the slight constraint condition favours the
development of microcracks dispersedly distributed inside the
rock in initiation loading, but this microcracking at low levels
can only motivate the generation of stress waveforms with low

FIGURE 12
Statistical results of the influence of intermediate principal stress on the precursors of acoustic signals under granite subjected to biaxial
compression tests with different σ2: (A) AE, (B) MS and (C) sound.
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TABLE 5 Proportion of advantage frequency bands of the acoustic signals produced by granite subjected to biaxial compression under different σ2.

Acoustic
signal

Predetermined
σ2 (MPa)

Advantage frequency
band

Variation of the advantage
band

Stress level at the band
occurrence (%)

AE 1 125–250 kHz Rise 93.3

30 89.0

MS 1 0–62.5 Hz Fall 83.0

30 69.3

Sound 1 0–0.68905 kHz Fall 83.7

30 77.0

TABLE 6 The similar characteristics of the three types of signals in the failure process of granite under biaxial compression test.

Characteristic

Activeness Linear increases turn into exponential increases

b value A continuous decrease trend appears

Main frequency Low-frequency and high-amplitude signals occur

Proportion of advantage frequency bands The advantage frequency band presents an obvious variation

TABLE 7 The different characteristics of the three types of signals in the failure processes of granite under biaxial compression tests with different σ2.

AE MS Sound

Time sequence of the occurrence of increased transition from linear to exponential in
the accumulative activeness

First Second Last

Initiation stress and stress level of activeness among the three types of signals in low σ2 60 MPa (43.5%) 91 MPa (66.0%) 118 MPa (85.5%)

Initiation stress and stress level of activeness among the three types of signals in
high σ2

74 MPa (37.4%) 121 MPa (61.1%) 162 MPa (81.8%)

Rate of continuous decline in the b value Slowest Relatively fast Fastest

‘Quiescent period’ of the main frequency on the eve of failure √ × ×

Evolution of the proportion of the advantage frequency bands on the eve of failure Rise in the middle-
frequency band

Fall in the lowest-
frequency band

Fall in the lowest-
frequency band

FIGURE 13
Evolutionary processes of the tension–shear percentage classified by the AF-RA method of AE signals under granite subjected to biaxial
compression tests with different σ2: (A) 1 MPa and (B) 30 MPa. The crack modes are classified by k = 70 (Equation k = AF/RA), in which the signals below
and above k represent tension and shear cracks, respectively.
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energy and high frequency (Hao et al., 2022); thus, the cracking
sources are captured by AE signals with a high-frequency
response, and the AE signals have low activity (see Figures
6A, 7A). With increasing force, the microcracks grow in both
number and size, driving AE signals to dramatically activate; a
few of the microcracks at high levels expand to macrocracks
parallel to the direction of the maximum principle stress σ1,
tensile cracks, and stress waveforms with high energy
accompanying macrocrack generation can be gradually
obtained by MS and sound signals (see Figures 6B, C, 7A).
When macrocracks further grow, MS signals reach a strongly
active period, and then sound signals encounter an extremely
active period. Before the failure, the increasing force controls
macrocracks to develop in both number and size, especially
those near the free faces; the corresponding signal activeness is
strongly enhanced. Finally, two bars of tension-dominated
macroscopic fracture zones parallel to σ1 occur in the
boundaries of the free faces, namely, spalling, and the
macrocracks inside the rocks further develop into tensile
macroscopic cracks parallel to σ1 and a few shear
macroscopic cracks with regard to an angle with σ1, which
may induce small fragments on the local location of the free
faces; the rock under slight constraint conditions cannot resist
any force and immediately fails (see Figure 4B). Consequently,
the activeness of the three types of signals steadily activates
overall and presents a significant time sequence (see Figure 7A).

(2) At a high σ2, microcrack initiation is depressed by the
considerable constraint condition, and there are very small
cracks inside the rock, while this considerable constraint

drives the generation of cracks with more scales and high
energy with increasing force (Hao et al., 2022), which can
advance the dramatic activeness of AE signals (see Figures
6D, 7B). With the increase in the force, the crack behaviour
mainly focuses on the development of existing cracks in size,
rather than that of new cracks in number, and the macrocracks
parallel to σ1 are dominantly produced in the local areas;
however, the considerable input of external energy imposed
by the force contributes to the increase in the crack scales (the
production of stress waveforms with more high energy). These
phenomena suggest that the activeness of MS and sound signals
can be gradually advanced (see Figures 6E, F, 7B); as the force
increases, MS signals first arrive at the dramatic active period,
and the activeness in sound signals subsequently changes to an
active stage. Before the failure, the crack activities are strongly
motivated to develop in both size and number, especially the
accelerated generation of shear cracks with regards to an angle
with σ1 (induced by shear-motivated dilatancy on a true-triaxial
stress state characterized by the high constraint condition and
the σ3 of nonzero level); the incomplete development of the rock
cracks in the overall number (a relatively moderate dissipation)
cause the insufficient release of elastic strain energy stored in the
rock (potential risk areas with extremely high energy near the
free faces); and the corresponding signals activeness is strongly
enhanced. Eventually, the shear macroscopic fracture zones
occur, and the local rocks near the free faces are damaged
into the ejection phenomenon composed of a plank rock and a
number of fragmental rocks driven by the strong tension and
shear fractures, namely, rockburst; this intensive phenomenon

FIGURE 14
Schematic diagram of the failure process and signal characteristics of granite subjected to biaxial compression under different σ2.
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induces the dramatic activeness of signals. Hence, the dramatic
activeness of the three types of signals is motivated earlier.

In addition, the significant difference in cracking mechanism
and failure mode between low and high σ2 can be clearly
recognized by the AE-based AF–RA method classifying the
crack modes (shear or tension), as shown in Figure 13, in
which the tensile cracks dominate in the loading process
before the failure, and the percentage of tensile cracks under
high σ2 is slightly larger than that under low σ2, similar to
previous studies (Cai, 2008; Du et al., 2015; Du et al., 2021).
On the eve of the failure, the percentage of shear cracks of high σ2
is significantly larger than that of low σ2 (when failure is 68%
under high σ2 and 25% under low σ2), which may be controlled by
the shear-motived dilatancy of a true-triaxial stress state at the
middle rock plate, and there is spalling at high σ2 and rockburst at
low σ2 (see Figure 4B).

Therefore, as the intermediate principal stress σ2 increases, the
failure process and mode of granite under biaxial compression
show an essential transition, and the corresponding signal
characteristics (e.g., the signal activeness, b value, main
frequency and proportion of the advantage frequency bands)
also occur in acoustic responses, partly proven by the
characteristic variation of AE signals generated by hard rock
cracking under the intermediate principal stress (Chang et al.,
2022; Du et al., 2015; Du et al., 2021; Hao et al., 2022). Moreover,
this study summarizes the failure process and signal characteristics
of granite subjected to biaxial compression under different σ2
values (see Figure 14), and the integrated use of three types of
signals in the failure and damage of rock masses near excavation
boundaries can contribute to improving the prediction and
warning of engineering hazards, i.e., spalling driven by a low σ2
and rockburst driven by a high σ2.

4 Conclusion

To improve the prediction and early warning of failure and
instability of rock masses near excavation boundaries (a stress state
of biaxial compression), this study performs research on the
evolutionary characteristics of multifrequency acoustic signals
(AE, MS and sound signals) produced by granite under biaxial
compression with different intermediate principal stresses (1 MPa
and 30 MPa) in terms of time (the activeness and the b value) and
frequency (the main frequency and the proportion of the advantage
frequency bands) domains. The main contributions can be
summarized as follows:

(1) Three signals exist in the different initial stresses of signal
activeness under the biaxial compression of granite because of
differences in the frequency ranges and propagation
properties of these acoustic signals. Based on the shift in
the cumulative signal activeness from a linear increase to an
exponential increase, the initial stresses of signal activeness
under low and high intermediate principal stresses be
accurately identified and arranged in order from low to
high: AE (37.4% and 43.5% of σpeak) < MS (61.1% and 66%
of σpeak) < sound (81.8% and 85.5% of σpeak).

(2) There are notable distinctions in the signal precursors before the
failure of granite subjected to biaxial compression. Near the
onset of granite failure, the time sequence when the signal
activeness reaches an exponential increase is represented by
AE <MS < sound; the continuous decrease rate of b value shows
an obvious order: AE < MS < sound; a few of signals with
extremely high amplitude, the “quiescent period,” only occur in
the AEmain frequency; the mid-frequency band (125–250 kHz)
of AE signals increases, but the lowest-frequency (MS:
0–62.5 Hz, sound: 0–0.68905 kHz) bands of MS and sound
signal decrease in the proportion of the advantage frequency
bands.

(3) Intermediate principal stress strongly affects the precursors
of signals during the failure process of biaxial compression
of granite. As the intermediate principal stress increases, the
period when the signal activeness arrives at an exponential
increase advances, the continuous descent rate in the b value
of signals decreases, the proportion of the signals with low
frequency and high amplitude increases, and the stress level
at the occurrence of significant variation in the proportion
of the advantage frequency bands presents a decreasing
trend.

In summary, the combined application of AE, MS and sound
signals can better capture the multiscale precursors of granite
subjected to biaxial compression with different intermediate
principal stresses, thus helping to achieve a more accurate
prediction and warning of engineering geological disasters under
deep underground engineering, i.e., spalling and rockburst.
Nevertheless, the conclusions obtained in this paper are based on
the data of acoustic signals produced by medium–coarse crystalline
granite samples under biaxial compression at 1 MPa and 30 MPa,
and future investigations will focus on the evolution of acoustic
signals of other hard rocks under biaxial compression with a series of
intermediate principal stresses; moreover, the gap in signal
characteristics composed of the small-scale cracking of samples
in the lab and the large-scale cracking of rock masses in situ will
also be given considerable attention.
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